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Late in 2005, the New York Times reported that the Bush administration had ordered the National Security Agency (NSA) to eavesdrop on telephone conversations by persons in the United States in order to obtain information that might help combat terrorist attacks.1 The secret NSA program operated outside of the restrictions on government surveillance imposed by the 1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA)2 and is thought to be only one of several such programs.3 In 2007, Congress temporarily amended FISA to increase the
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On January 17, 2007, Attorney General Gonzales wrote to Senators Patrick Leahy and Arlen Specter, respectively the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, stating that the administration would conduct the Terrorist Surveillance Program under the approval of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court using new “complex” and “innovative” court orders. Letter from Alberto R. Gonzales, Attorney Gen., to Patrick Leahy and Arlen Specter, Senators (Jan. 17, 2007), available at http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/docs/nsa-dej-surveillance/.


3. On the variety of NSA domestic surveillance programs, which blur the line between domestic and foreign intelligence, see Siobhan Gorman, NSA's Domestic Spying Grows As Agency Sweeps Up Data, WALL ST. J., Mar. 10, 2008, at A1 (describing the NSA’s monitoring of a wide range of personal data from credit card transactions and e-mail to Internet searches and travel records, as well as “an ad-hoc collection of so-called ‘black programs’ whose existence is undisclosed”).

1
President’s power to listen in on conversations where at least one party is reasonably believed to be outside the United States. In June 2008, Congress passed a new set of amendments to FISA, which allow the President to engage in a broad range of electronic surveillance without seeking warrants against particular individual targets of surveillance. At the same time, Congress effectively immunized telecommunications companies that had participated in the secret NSA program.

In July 2007, New York City announced that it planned to mount thousands of cameras throughout Lower Manhattan to monitor vehicles and individuals. Some cameras will be able to photograph and read license plates and send out alerts for suspicious cars. The system of cameras will link to a series of pivoting gates installed at critical intersections, giving government officials the ability to block off traffic through electronic commands. New York’s new plan—called the Lower Manhattan Security Initiative—is based on London’s “Ring of Steel,” a security and surveillance system around London’s central core that features thousands of surveillance cameras. New York is hardly alone; the Department of Homeland Security has been quietly channeling millions of dollars to local governments around the country to create hi-tech camera networks that can be linked with private surveillance systems.
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12. Charlie Savage, United States Doles Out Millions for Street Cameras,
The secret NSA program and New York’s Lower Manhattan Security Initiative reflect a larger trend in how governments do their jobs that predates the September 11, 2001 attacks and the Bush administration’s declaration of a “war on terror.”13 During the last part of the twentieth century, the United States began developing a new form of governance that features the collection, collation, and analysis of information about populations both in the United States and around the world. This new form of governance is the National Surveillance State.

In the National Surveillance State, the government uses surveillance, data collection, collation, and analysis to identify problems, to head off potential threats, to govern populations, and to deliver valuable social services. The National Surveillance State is a special case of the Information State—a state that tries to identify and solve problems of governance through the collection, collation, analysis, and production of information.

The war on terror may be the most familiar justification for the rise of the National Surveillance State,14 but it is hardly the sole or even the most important cause. Government’s increasing use of surveillance and data mining is a predictable result of accelerating developments in information technology.15 As technologies that let us discover and analyze what is happening in the world become ever more powerful, both governments and private parties will seek to use them.16

The question is not whether we will have a surveillance state in the years to come, but what sort of surveillance state

BOSTON GLOBE, Aug. 12, 2007, at A1 (“Since 2003, the Department has handed out some $23 billion in federal grants to local governments for equipment and training to help combat terrorism . . . [including] millions on surveillance cameras, transforming city streets and parks into places under constant observation.”).


we will have. Will we have a government without sufficient controls over public and private surveillance, or will we have a government that protects individual dignity and conforms both public and private surveillance to the rule of law?

The National Surveillance State is a way of governing. It is neither the product of emergency nor the product of war. War and emergency are temporary conditions. The National Surveillance State is a permanent feature of governance, and will become as ubiquitous in time as the familiar devices of the regulatory and welfare states. Governments will use surveillance, data collection, and data mining technologies not only to keep Americans safe from terrorist attacks but also to prevent ordinary crime and deliver social services. In fact, even today, providing basic social services—like welfare benefits—and protecting key rights—like rights against employment discrimination—are difficult, if not impossible, without extensive data collection and analysis. Moreover, much of the surveillance in the National Surveillance State will be conducted and analyzed by private parties. The increased demand for—and the in

17. See Balkin & Levinson, supra note 13, at 520–23.
19. While surveillance is usually portrayed as a tool for social control, it is also a means by which governments respect and realize citizenship to the extent that it enables the implementation of the welfare state and the rights and benefits that go with it. As David Lyon explains:

"The surveillance systems of advanced bureaucratic nation-states are not so much the repressive machines that pessimists imply, but the outcome of aspirations and strivings for citizenship. If government departments are to treat people equally, . . . then those people must be individually identified. To exercise the right to vote, one's name must appear on the electoral roll; to claim welfare benefits, personal details must be documented. Thus, . . . the individuation that treats people in their own right, rather than merely as members of families or communities, means "freedom from specific constraints but also greater opportunities for surveillance and control on the part of a centralized state."


Governments, of course, have long been in the business of collecting and analyzing statistics to facilitate governance. The famous Domesday Book, commissioned in 1086 by William the Conqueror, sought to assess the land and resources owned in England to facilitate tax collection in order to raise the necessary capital to support armies in defense of the realm. It included exhaustive compilations of landholders, their tenants, the properties they owned, and their values both before and after the Conquest, thus providing a snapshot of the country’s social and economic state.

20. See U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, supra note 16, at 11; Dempsey &
creased use of—public and private surveillance cannot be explained or justified solely in terms of war or emergency.\textsuperscript{21}

The National Surveillance State grows naturally out of the Welfare State and the National Security State; it is their logical successor. The Welfare State governs domestic affairs by spending and transferring money and by creating government entitlements, licenses, and public works.\textsuperscript{22} The National Security State\textsuperscript{23} promotes foreign policy through investments in defense

\begin{itemize}
\item Balkin & Levinson, \textit{supra} note 13, at 520–23 ("The National Surveillance State arose from a number of different features whose effects are mutually reinforcing. The most obvious causes are changes in how nations conduct war and promote their national security . . . . Equally important [however] . . . are new technologies of surveillance, data storage, and computation . . . .").
\end{itemize}
industries and defense-related technologies, through creating and expanding national intelligence agencies like the CIA and the NSA, and through the placement of American military forces and weapons systems around the globe to counter military threats and project national power.

The Welfare State created a huge demand for data processing technologies to identify individuals—think about all the uses for your Social Security Number—and deliver social services like licenses, benefits, and pensions. The National Security State created the need for effective intelligence collection and data analysis. It funded the development of increasingly powerful technologies for surveillance, data collection, and data mining, not to mention increasingly powerful computer and telecommunications technologies. American investments in defense technologies spurred the electronics industry,

24. The United States government played an important role in promoting the development of data processing technology. A former office worker for the census, Herman Hollerith, invented the computer punch card to help tabulate statistics about populations in the United States. SIMSON GARFINKEL, DATABASE NATION: THE DEATH OF PRIVACY IN THE 21ST CENTURY 17 (2000). The tabulating machine company Hollerith founded eventually became known as the International Business Machine Company, or IBM. Id. at 18. The creation of the modern welfare state, with its vast array of new government employees and beneficiaries of government programs, created a demand for the services of IBM and similar companies, and the Social Security number eventually became a central identifier for the federal and state governments. Initially created to provide unique identifiers for all individuals collecting benefits, social security numbers were then adopted by many states for administration of income taxes, drivers licenses, student IDs, and library cards. Eventually the private sector began to use the numbers for consumer credit reporting. Id. at 19–25, 33; see also SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN., PUBL'N. NO. 21-059, SOCIAL SECURITY: A BRIEF HISTORY (2007), available at www.ssa.gov/history/pdf/2005 pamphlet.pdf.

Similar developments occurred in Europe, as record-keeping requirements morphed from providing proof of identity to underpinning personal rights and governmental obligations, including pensions and allowances for families of military personnel. The expansion of the welfare state created a need for statistics to facilitate planning of delivery of social services, for letting citizens know about services available to them, for enforcing traffic laws, and for identifying criminal suspects. See Edward Higgs, The Rise of the Information State: The Development of Central State Surveillance of the Citizen in England, 1500–2000, 14 J. HIST. SOC. 175, 185–86 (2001).

25. See Cate, supra note 18, at 444–52.

the computer industry, and eventually, the birth of the Internet itself.27

By the time the Internet went commercial in the mid-1990s, the National Surveillance State was already well in gear. Telecommunications, computing, data storage, and surveillance technologies have become ever more potent, while their costs have steadily declined.28 It is unthinkable that governments would not seek to use these technologies to promote the public good; it is even more unthinkable that private parties would not try to harness them as well. In fact, much, if not most surveillance and information collection these days is in private hands. Corporations invest heavily in security and surveillance, especially to protect sensitive information in their computer networks.29 Private security cameras still outnumber those operated by the government.30 Many businesses make money from collecting, analyzing, and selling consumer data; in fact, governments increasingly purchase information from corporations instead of collecting it themselves.31

In the National Surveillance State, the line between public and private modes of surveillance and security has blurred if not vanished. Public and private enterprises are thoroughly intertwined.32 The NSA program would be impossible without the

---


30. See Dean E. Murphy, As Security Cameras Sprout, Someone’s Always Watching, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 29, 2002, at A33 (“The Security Industry Association estimates that at least two million closed-circuit television systems are in the United States. A survey of Manhattan in 1998 by the American Civil Liberties Union found 2,397 cameras fixed on places where people pass or gather, like stores and sidewalks. All but 270 were operated by private entities, the organization reported. CCS International, a company that provides security and monitoring services, calculated last year that the average person was recorded 73 to 75 times a day in New York City.”).


32. See, e.g., ROBERT O’HARROW, JR., NO PLACE TO HIDE 1–10 (2005) (detailing links of cooperation between private information collection industries and government); Dempsey & Flint, supra note 15, at 1468–70 (noting gov-
assistance of telecommunications companies; the government now requires that new communications technologies be designed with back ends that facilitate government surveillance. Federal programs also encourage linking private security cameras with comprehensive government systems like those planned in Manhattan. Corporate data collectors and commercial data mining operations are a major source of information on individuals’ tastes, preferences, histories, and behaviors that governments can harness. Government and businesses are increasingly partners in surveillance, data mining, and information analysis. Moreover, the architecture of the Internet—and the many possible methods of attack—requires governments, corporations, and private parties to

ermation use of commercial data for intelligence and counterterrorism purposes).

33. Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (CALEA), Pub. L. No. 103-414, 108 Stat. 4279 (codified at 47 U.S.C. §§ 1001–10 (2006)). CALEA mandates that telecommunications services design their technology so it can be wiretapped by the government pursuant to a lawful authorization or a court order, in a manner which enables the government to access call-identifying information, and which allows the transmission of the intercepted information to the government. 47 U.S.C. § 1002(a)(1); see Michael D. Birnhack & Niva Elkin-Koren, The Invisible Handshake: The Reemergence of the State in the Digital Environment, 8 VA. J.L. & TECH 6, para. 84 (2003); Emily Hancock, CALEA: Does One Size Still Fit All?, in CYBERCRIME: DIGITAL COPS IN A NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT 184–203 (Jack M. Balkin et al. eds., 2007) [hereinafter CYBERCRIME].

34. See Buckley, supra note 7 (describing coordination of public and private cameras in Lower Manhattan Security Initiative).

35. See Cate, supra note 18, at 435 (explaining how “advances in digital technology have greatly expanded the volume of personal data created as individuals engage in everyday activities”).

36. See, e.g., Verne Kopytoff, Google Now Has a Lot More To Do With Intelligence, S.F. CHRON., Mar. 30, 2008, at C6 (detailing Google’s multiple services for the government). According to Kopytoff, Google’s customers include not only the intelligence agencies, but also “the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the State of Alabama and Washington D.C.” Id. It sells “virtually the same products to companies as it does to government agencies.” Id.; see also ROSEN, supra note 26, at 108 (explaining how Silicon Valley companies work with the government to enable data collection techniques and other new technologies to serve government). Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, Rosen reports, are working toward a “killer app” useful for both business and for national security that “will allow government agencies to access and share information about Americans that is currently stored in different databases—from our chat-room gossip to our shopping history to our parking tickets, and perhaps even to our payment history for child-support checks.” Id. at 107.
work together to protect network security and head off threats before they occur.\textsuperscript{37}

Increased focus on surveillance and prevention becomes inevitable once digital information technologies become widely dispersed. Criminal organizations and terrorist groups can use many of the same information and surveillance technologies that governments and legitimate businesses do.\textsuperscript{38} Terrorist groups that lack fixed addresses can use new information technologies to communicate and plan assaults.\textsuperscript{39} Hackers can attack networks from afar.\textsuperscript{40} A new breed of criminals employs digital networks to commit old-fashioned crimes like embezzlement and to commit new crimes like identity theft and denial of service attacks.\textsuperscript{41} Cyberattacks can not only bring down financial institutions; they can also target the nation’s defense systems.\textsuperscript{42} Digital technologies simultaneously pose new prob-


\textsuperscript{38} \textit{E.g.}, \textit{Philip Bobbitt, Terror and Consent} 55–57 (2008) (describing how new information technologies facilitate international terrorism).


\textsuperscript{40} \textit{See Bobbitt, supra note 38, at 95; Daniel E. Geer, Jr., The Physics of Digital Law: Searching for Counterintuitive Analogies, in Cybercrime, supra note 33, at 13–36.

\textsuperscript{41} \textit{See Bobbitt, supra note 38, at 55–57; Scott Charney, The Internet, Law Enforcement, and Security, in 2 Practicing L. Inst., Fifth Annual Law Institute 943–44 (Ian C. Ballon et al. eds., 2001) (detailing the increasing vulnerabilities and threats to the state that are enabled by new technologies); Geer, supra note 40 (noting basic problems of network security that facilitate attacks); Doreen Carvajal, High-Tech Crime Is an Online Bubble That Hasn’t Burst, N.Y. Times, Apr. 7, 2008, at C2.}

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{See, e.g., O’Harrow, supra note 32, at 10 (noting that while America’s technological capability could serve as a weapon abroad, its use could also “spin out of control” in the hands of enemies).}
lems for governments and create new opportunities for identifying threats and meeting them in advance.\textsuperscript{43}

Older models of law enforcement have focused on apprehension and prosecution of wrongdoers after the fact and the threat of criminal or civil sanctions to deter future bad behavior.\textsuperscript{44} The National Surveillance State supplements this model of prosecution and deterrence with technologies of prediction and prevention. Computer security tries to identify potential weaknesses and block entry by suspicious persons before they have a chance to strike.\textsuperscript{45} Private companies and government agencies use databases to develop profiles of individuals who are likely to violate laws, drive up costs, or cause problems, and then deflect them, block them, or deny them benefits, access, or opportunities.\textsuperscript{46} The government’s “No Fly” and “Selectee” watch lists and its still-planned Secure Flight screening program collect information on passengers and create profiles that seek to block dangerous people from boarding planes.\textsuperscript{47} Go-

\textsuperscript{43}. See BOBBITT, supra note 38, at 55–58.
\textsuperscript{44}. See, e.g., Charney, supra note 41, at 944 (discussing the traditional model of law enforcement before the advent of new information technologies).
\textsuperscript{45}. See Geer, supra note 40, at 14–15 (providing an overview of how computer security systems deal with risks posed by hackers).
\textsuperscript{46}. See, e.g., Cate, supra note 18, at 442–44 (describing how the FBI uses various databases for law enforcement).

The TSA has been working on a more elaborate system, the Secure Flight Screening Program, for some time. See Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 § 4012, 49 U.S.C. § 44903(j)(2)(A) (Supp. V 2006) (directing the Secretary of Transportation to “ensure that the Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System, or any successor system—(i) is used to evaluate all passengers before they board an aircraft”). Its predecessor, the automated Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS II), was suspended in August 2004 due to strong criticism, and was replaced by Secure Flight, whose implementation, in turn, has been delayed due to public criticism. See, e.g., Aviation Security: Significant Management Challenges May Adversely Affect Implementation of the Transportation Security Administration’s Secure Flight Program: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 109th Cong. 8–11 (2006) (statement of Cathleen A. Berrieck, Director, Homeland Security and Justice Issues), available at...
nance in the National Surveillance State is increasingly statistically oriented, *ex ante* and preventative, rather than focused on deterrence and *ex post* prosecution of individual wrongdoing.48 Such tendencies have been around for at least a century, but new technologies for surveillance, data analysis, and regulation by computer code and physical architecture have made them far easier to put into effect.

The National Surveillance State seeks any and all information that assists governance; electronic surveillance is not its only tool. Governments can also get information out of human bodies, for example, through collection and analysis of DNA, through locational tracking, and through facial recognition systems.49 The Bush administration’s detention and interrogation practices seek to get information out of human bodies through old-fashioned detention and interrogation techniques, including techniques that are tantamount to torture.50 In the National

48. As Nimrod Kozlovski explains:
   The new policing aims to prevent and preempt crime rather than to prosecute it. By predicting when, how, and by whom a crime will be committed, it aims to enable efficient intervention. Automated tools constantly monitor the environment to match users’ risk profiles against dynamically identified patterns of criminal behavior. Patterns of previous computer crimes are coded as “crime signatures.” These “signatures”... monitor for anomalies or deviations from “normal” behavior. The patterns of “normal” behavior are coded and an algorithm watches for a certain level of deviation from them. The systems aim to be able to disarm the attacker, redirect his actions to a “safe zone,” block or modify his communication, or even strike back.

Nimrod Kozlovski, *Designing Accountable Online Policing*, in *CYBERCRIME*, supra note 33, at 110.


50. See Dana Priest, *Covert CIA Program Withstands New Furor*, WASH. POST, Dec. 30, 2005, at A1 (explaining the origins of interrogation program and “authorized techniques,” such as waterboarding, hard slapping, isolation, sleep deprivation, liquid diets, and stress positions); Brian Ross & Richard Esposito, CIA's Harsh Interrogation Techniques Described, ABC NEWS (Nov. 18, 2005), http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/Investigation/story?id=1322866 (describing additional interrogation techniques—forced standing, hypothermia, and noise
Surveillance State, bodies are not simply objects of governance; they are rich sources of information that governments can mine through a multitude of different technologies and techniques.

Decades ago Michel Foucault argued that modern societies had become increasingly focused on watching and measuring people in order to control them, to normalize their behavior and to make them docile and obedient.51 His famous example was Jeremy Bentham’s idea of a Panopticon—a prison designed so that the prisoners could always be watched but would not know exactly when.52 By making surveillance ubiquitous, governments and private organizations could discourage behavior they deemed unusual or abnormal.

Today’s National Surveillance State goes beyond Foucault’s Panoptic model. Government’s most important technique of control is no longer watching or threatening to watch. It is analyzing and drawing connections between data. Much public and private surveillance occurs without any knowledge that one is watched. More to the point, data mining technologies allow the state and business enterprises to record perfectly innocent behavior that no one is particularly ashamed of and draw surprisingly powerful inferences about people’s behavior, beliefs, and attitudes.53 Over time, these tools will only become more effective. We leave traces of ourselves continually, including our location, our communications contacts, our consumption choices—even our DNA.


52. See id. at 200–02 (discussing Bentham’s idea of a Panopticon).

53. See Kozlovski, supra note 48, at 114 (“Investigators increasingly focus on ‘noncontent’ data such as traffic data and automated system logs, enabling them to create maps of associations, and to visualize non-trivial connections among events.”); Gorman, supra note 3 (explaining that NSA “now monitors . . . domestic emails and Internet searches as well as bank transfers, credit-card transactions, travel and telephone records” received from private companies or other agencies, which are analyzed for suspicious patterns).
Data mining allows inferences not only about the direct subjects of surveillance, but about other people with whom they live, work, and communicate. Instead of spying on a particular person, data about other persons combined with public facts about a person can allow governments and private businesses to draw increasingly powerful inferences about that person’s motives, desires, and behaviors.

The problem today is not that fear of surveillance will lead people to docile conformity, but rather that even the most innocent and seemingly unimportant behaviors can increase knowledge about both ourselves and others. Normal behavior does not merely acquiesce to the state’s power; it may actually amplify it, adding information to databases that makes inferences more powerful and effective. Our behavior may tell things about us that we may not even know about ourselves. In addition, knowledge about some people can generate knowledge about others who are not being directly watched. Individuals can no longer protect themselves simply by preventing the government from watching them, for the government may no longer need to watch them to gain knowledge that can be used against them.

Equally important, the rise of the National Surveillance State portends the death of amnesia. In practice, much privacy protection depends on forgetting. When people display unusual or embarrassing behavior, or participate in political protests in public places, their most effective protection may be that most people don’t know who they are and will soon forget who did what at a certain time and place. But cameras, facial recognition systems, and location tracking systems let governments


56. See Dempsey & Flint, supra note 15, at 1464 (explaining that the point of data mining is to search “based on the premise that the planning of terrorist activity creates a pattern or ‘signature’ that can be found in the ocean of transactional data created in the course of everyday life”); Ira S. Rubinstein et al., Data Mining and Internet Profiling, Emerging Regulatory and Technological Approaches, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 261, 261 (2007) (“[T]o identify and preempt terrorist activity, intelligence agencies have begun collecting, retaining, and analyzing voluminous and largely banal transactional information about the daily activities of hundreds of millions of people.”); Ellen Nakashima, From Casinos to Counterterrorism, WASH. POST, Oct. 22, 2007, at A1 (describing data mining and surveillance techniques of casinos).
and businesses compile continuous records of what happens at particular locations, which can be collated with records of different times and places. The collation and analysis of events allows public and private actors to create locational and temporal profiles of people, making it easier to trace and predict their behaviors. Older surveillance cameras featured imprecise, grainy images, and the recordings were quickly taped over. New digital systems offer ever greater fidelity and precision, and the declining cost of digital storage means that records of events can be maintained indefinitely and copied and distributed widely to other surveillance systems around the country or even around the globe. Ordinary citizens can no longer assume that what they do will be forgotten; rather, records will be stored and collated with other information collected at other times and places. The greatest single protector of privacy—amnesia—will soon be a thing of the past. As technology im-

57. See Nakashima, supra note 56 (describing how a casino investigator can assemble a mosaic of visitor’s moves for the past two weeks; this technology is used to better target high rollers for special treatment and others for promotions).

58. See New York Civil Liberties Union, Who’s Watching?: Video Camera Surveillance in New York City and the Need for Public Oversight 7 (2006), http://www.nyclu.org/pdfs/surveillance_cams_report_121306.pdf (describing cameras today as having a “super-human” vision, including capabilities to tilt, pan, and rotate to better follow an individual, and capability to zoom to see the pages of a book or even a text message on a screen of a cell phone).

59. See Bellia, supra note 28, at 141 (describing trends toward an “architecture of perfect memory” where low cost of storing vast quantities of data and ease of conversion of nondigital information to digital form remove many of the incentives to destroy data, increasingly held by third parties); Robert O’Harro Jr. & Ellen Nakashima, National Dragnet Is a Click Away, WASH. POST, Mar. 6, 2008, at A1 (reporting on the new N-DEx database intended to become a “one-stop shop” enabling federal law enforcement, counterterrorism and intelligence analysts to automatically examine the enormous caches of local and state records); Walter Pincus, NSA Gave Other Agencies Info from Surveillance, WASH. POST, Dec. 31, 2005, at A8 (“Information captured by the National Security Agency’s secret eavesdropping . . . has been passed on to other government agencies, which cross-check the information with tips and information collected in other databases . . . .”).

60. See Saul Hansell, U.S. Wants Internet Companies to Keep Web-Surfing Records, N.Y. TIMES, June 2, 2006, at A15 (reporting on Justice Department’s request to Internet companies to retain records on the Web-surfing and email activities of their customers for up to two years); O’Harrow & Nakashima, supra note 59 (describing commercial data-mining system used by police investigators to “find hidden relationships among suspects and instantly map links among people, places, and events”); Pincus, supra note 59 (revealing that other agencies used “records obtained from NSA in combination with wide-ranging databases to look for links and associations”).
proves and storage costs decline, the National Surveillance State becomes the State that Never Forgets.61

The National Surveillance State poses three major dangers for our freedom. Because the National Surveillance State emphasizes ex ante prevention rather than ex post apprehension and prosecution, the first danger is that government will create a parallel track of preventative law enforcement that routes around the traditional guarantees of the Bill of Rights. The Bush administration’s military detention practices and its NSA surveillance program are two examples. The administration justified detaining and interrogating people—including American citizens—in ways that would have violated traditional legal restraints on the grounds that it was not engaged in ordinary criminal law enforcement.62 It sought intelligence that would prevent future attacks and wanted to prevent terrorists from returning to the battlefield.63 Similarly, the administration defended warrantless surveillance of people in the United States by arguing that the President was not engaged in criminal prosecutions but in collection of military intelligence designed to fight terrorism.64

61. See Bellia, supra note 28, at 137–38, 148–49 (noting that our surveillance and information privacy laws say little about data retention and that much of what they say provides incentives for indefinite retention).

62. See Military Order No. 222, Detention, Treatment, and Trial of Certain Non-Citizens in the War Against Terrorism, 66 Fed. Reg. 57,833 (Nov. 13, 2001) (ordering the detention of persons whom the President has reason to believe (1) are current or former members of al-Qaeda, (2) have engaged in, aided, abetted, or conspired to commit terrorist acts or are preparing to do so, or (3) have harbored such a person, and delegating the authority over trials of these individuals to military commissions under the purview of the Secretary of Defense); Brief for the Respondents at 16, Yaser Esam Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507 (2004) (No. 03-6696) (justifying the detention of Hamdi, a United States citizen, as the capture of “a classic battlefield detainee”).

63. See Priest, Officials Relieved, supra note 50 (reporting the CIA’s assertion that it needed “to harshly interrogate prisoners to extract time-sensitive information about possible terrorists attacks”); David Stout, Rumsfeld Defends Plan to Hold War Detainees, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 28, 2002, at A18 (reporting a statement of Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld that preventing Afghan war prisoners from returning to the battlefield was justification for a plan to hold some prisoners even if they were acquitted in military tribunals); Press Release, President George W. Bush, President Discusses Creation of Military Commissions to Try Suspected Terrorists (Sept. 6, 2006) (defending detention and interrogation practices necessary to gain intelligence to stop terrorist attacks and arguing that “we have an obligation to the American people, to detain these enemies and stop them from rejoining the battle”).

64. See Letter from William E. Moschella, Assistant Attorney Gen., Dep’t of Justice, to the Senate Select Comm. on Intelligence and House Permanent Select Comm. on Intelligence (Dec. 22, 2005), reprinted in 81 IND. L.J. 1360,
The second danger posed by the National Surveillance State is that traditional law enforcement and social services will increasingly resemble the parallel track. Once governments have access to powerful surveillance and data mining technologies, there will be enormous political pressure to use them in everyday law enforcement and for delivery of government services. If data mining can help us locate terrorists, why not use it to find deadbeat dads, or even people who have not paid their parking tickets? If surveillance technologies signal that certain people are likely threats to public order, why not create a system of preventive detention outside the ordinary criminal justice system? Why not impose sanctions outside the criminal law, like denying people the right to board airplanes or use public facilities and transportation systems? And if DNA analysis can identify people who will likely impose high costs on public resources, why not identify them in advance and exclude them from public programs and other opportunities? The more powerful and effective our technologies of surveillance and analysis become, the more pressure the government will feel to route around warrant requirements and other procedural hurdles so that it can catch potential troublemakers more effectively and efficiently before they have a chance to cause any harm.

Private power and public-private cooperation pose a third danger. Because the Constitution does not reach private parties, government has increasing incentives to rely on private

1363 (2006) (characterizing communication intercepts by NSA as falling into a category of “special needs” outside the ordinary criminal process); U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Legal Authorities Supporting the Activities of the National Security Agency Described by the President (Jan. 19, 2006), reprinted in 81 IND. L.J. 1374, 1410–12 (2006) [hereinafter Legal Authorities] (“[C]ollecting foreign intelligence is far removed from the ordinary criminal law enforcement action to which the warrant requirement is particularly suited.”).


enterprise to collect and generate information for it. Corporate business models, in turn, lead companies to amass and analyze more and more information about people in order to target new customers and reject undesirable ones. As computing power increases and storage costs decline, companies will seek to know more and more about their customers and sell this valuable information to other companies and to the government.

If some form of the National Surveillance State is inevitable, how do we continue to protect individual rights and constitutional government? Today’s challenge is similar to that faced during the first half of the twentieth century, when government transitioned into the Welfare State and the National Security State. Americans had to figure out how to tame these new forms of governance within constitutional boundaries. It is no accident that this period spawned both the New Deal—with its vast increase in government power—and the Civil Rights Revolution. The more power the state amasses, the more Americans need constitutional guarantees to keep governments honest and devoted to the public good.

We might begin by distinguishing between an authoritarian information state and a democratic information state. Authoritarian information states are information gluttons and information misers. Like gluttons they grab as much information as possible because this helps maximize their power. Authoritarian states are information misers because they try to keep the information they collect—and their own operations—secret from the public. They try to treat everything that might

67. See Birnhack & Elkin-Koren, supra note 33, para. 41, 43 (explaining that online service providers are being recruited to serve governmental purposes because “they are not tied, nor restricted, to any national border” and because they are also “more flexible in watching online activities since they are not subject to the same scrutiny which applies to the State and its agents”); see also Laura K. Donohue, Anglo-American Privacy and Surveillance, 96 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 1059, 1142 (2006) (listing the wide range of personal data traded by the private sector, access to which is also purchased by government agencies); Christopher Slobogin, Government Data Mining and the Fourth Amendment, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 317, 320 (2008) (“[M]any [government] programs rely in whole or in part on private companies, called commercial data brokers, to provide their input, which is then analyzed by government officials.”).

68. Cf. ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 23–26 (1967) (distinguishing between authoritarian and democratic models of privacy); Lewis Mumford, Authoritarian and Democratic Techniques, 5 TECH. & CULTURE 1, 1–8 (1964) (noting a long historical dialectic between “authoritarian” and “democratic” modes of technological development).
embarrass them or undermine their authority as state secrets, and they multiply secret rules and regulations, which lets them claim to obey the law without having to account for what they do. In this way they avoid accountability for violating people’s rights and for their own policy failures. Thus, information gluttony and information miserliness are two sides of the same coin: both secure governments’ power by using information to control their populations, to prevent inquiry into their own operations, to limit avenues of political accountability, and to facilitate self-serving propaganda.69

By contrast, democratic information states are information gourmets and information philanthropists. Like gourmets they collect and collate only the information they need to ensure efficient government and national security. They do not keep tabs on citizens without justifiable reasons; they create a regular system of checks and procedures to avoid abuse. They stop collecting information when it is no longer needed and they discard information at regular intervals to protect privacy. When it is impossible or impractical to destroy information—for example, because it is stored redundantly in many different locations—democratic information states strictly regulate its subsequent use. If the information state is unable to forget, it is imperative that it be able to forgive.

Democratic information states are also information philanthropists because they willingly distribute much valuable information they create to the public, in the form of education, scientific research, and agricultural and medical information. They allow the public access to information about their laws and their decision-making processes so that the public can hold government officials accountable if they act illegally or arbitrarily or are corrupt or inefficient. They avoid secret laws and secret proceedings except where absolutely necessary. Democratic states recognize that access and disclosure help prevent governments from manipulating their citizens. They protect individual privacy because surveillance encourages abuses of power and inhibits freedom and democratic participation. Thus being an information gourmet and an information philanthropist are also connected: both help keep governments open and responsible to citizens; both further individual autonomy and democracy by respecting privacy and promoting access to knowledge.

69. See WESTIN, supra note 68, at 23 (“The modern totalitarian state relies on secrecy for the regime, but high surveillance and disclosure for other groups.”).
You might think the Fourth Amendment would be the most important constitutional provision for controlling and preventing abuses of power in the National Surveillance State. But courts have largely debilitated the Fourth Amendment to meet the demands of the Regulatory and Welfare States, the National Security State, and the War on Drugs. Much government collection and use of personal data now falls outside the Fourth Amendment’s protection—at least as the courts currently construe it. The Supreme Court has held that there is no expectation of privacy in business records and information that people give to third parties like banks and other businesses; in the digital age this accounts for a vast amount of personal information. Most e-mail messages are copied onto privately held servers, making their protection limited if not non-existent. Courts have also held that the Fourth Amendment poses few limits on foreign intelligence surveillance, which is largely regulated by FISA; as a result, the executive branch

70. U.S. Const. amend. IV.
72. See Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735, 742–43 (1979) (holding that records of telephone numbers dialed are not subject to constitutional protection); United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 446 (1976) (holding that there is no expectation of privacy in bank records held by a third party).
73. See, e.g., Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States Secret Service, 36 F.3d 457, 460–64 (5th Cir. 1994) (holding that stored e-mails not intercepted contemporaneously with transmission are not protected under federal privacy laws).
74. See Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 50 U.S.C.A. §§ 1801–1811 (West 2002 & Supp. 2007), as amended by FISA Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-261, 122 Stat. 2436 (2008); see also United States v. Truong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d 908, 913–15 & n.4 (4th Cir. 1980) (discussing the “foreign intelligence exception” to the Fourth Amendment); United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593, 604–05 (3d Cir. 1974) (en banc) (upholding presidential power to engage in warrantless surveillance to gather foreign intelligence information); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 418, 425–27 (5th Cir. 1973) (noting that the President may authorize wiretaps for the purpose of foreign surveillance); In re Sealed Case, 310 F.3d 717, 737–46 (FISA Ct. Rev. 2002) (holding that a FISA provision permitting government to conduct surveillance of agent of foreign power, if foreign intelligence is a “significant purpose” of
has increasingly justified domestic surveillance by asserting that it is a permissible byproduct of foreign intelligence gathering.\textsuperscript{75}

Currently, governments are free to place cameras in public places like streets and parks because there is no expectation of privacy there.\textsuperscript{76} Governments can also collect information that people leave out in the open, like their presence on a public street; or abandon, like fingerprints, hair, or skin cells.\textsuperscript{77} Moreover, because the Fourth Amendment focuses on searches and seizures, it places few limits on collation and analysis, including data mining.\textsuperscript{78} The Fourth Amendment does not require governments to discard any information they have already lawfully collected. Digital files, once assembled, can be copied and augmented with new information indefinitely for later analysis and pattern matching. Finally, whatever constitutional limits might restrain government do not apply to private parties, who can freely collect, collate, and sell personal information back to the government free of Fourth Amendment restrictions, effectively allowing an end-run around the Constitution.

We should try to change some of the weaknesses in current Fourth Amendment doctrine. But legislative, administrative,

\textsuperscript{75} Legal Authorities, supra note 64, at 1409–14.

\textsuperscript{76} See Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967) (“What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.”); Christopher Slobogin, Public Privacy: Camera Surveillance of Public Places and the Right to Anonymity, 72 Miss. L.J. 213, 236 n.106 (2002) (listing cases holding that video surveillance by public cameras is not a search because there is no reasonable expectation of privacy).


\textsuperscript{78} See SOLOVE, supra note 71, at 201; Slobogin, supra note 67, at 330–31.
and technological solutions may be far more important means of guaranteeing constitutional freedoms in the National Surveillance State. These laws and technologies will probably do far more to enforce the constitutional values underlying the Fourth Amendment and the Due Process Clause.

Congress must pass new superstatutes to regulate the collection, collation, purchase, and analysis of data. These new superstatutes would have three basic features. First, they would restrict the kinds of data governments may collect, collate, and use against people. They would strengthen the very limited protections of e-mail and digital business records, and rein in how the government purchases and uses data collected by private parties. They would institutionalize government “amnesia” by requiring that some kinds of data be regularly destroyed after a certain amount of time unless there were good reasons for retaining the data. Second, the new superstatutes would create a code of proper conduct for private companies that collect, analyze, and sell personal information. Third, the new superstatutes would create a series of oversight mechanisms for executive bureaucracies that collect, purchase, process, and use information.

Oversight of executive branch officials may be the single most important goal in securing freedom in the National Surveillance State. Without appropriate checks and oversight mechanisms, executive officials will too easily slide into the bad tendencies that characterize authoritarian information states. They will increase secrecy, avoid accountability, cover up mistakes, and confuse their interest with the public interest.

Recent events in the Bush administration suggest that legislative oversight increasingly plays only a limited role in checking the executive. Meaningful oversight is most likely to occur only when there is divided government. Even then the executive will resist sharing any information about its internal processes or about the legal justifications for its decisions. A vast number of different programs affect personal privacy and it is unrealistic to expect that Congress can supervise them all. National security often demands that only a small number of legislators know about particularly sensitive programs and how they operate, which makes it easy for the administration to co-opt them.\footnote{As Marty Lederman points out, the post-Watergate oversight system was designed to make Congress as well as the courts “effective check[s] against unfettered executive power.” Marty Lederman, \emph{Is There Any Way to...}}
the many ways that Presidents can feign consultation with Congress without really doing so.80

Judicial oversight need not require a traditional system of warrants. It could be a system of prior disclosure and explanation and subsequent regular reporting and minimization. This is especially important as surveillance practices shift from operations targeted at individual suspected persons to surveil-

Fix Legislative Oversight of Intelligence Operations?, Balkinization, Mar. 31, 2008, http://balkin.blogspot.com/2008/03/is-there-any-way-to-fix-legislative.html. However, as our current system has developed, Congress has found few ways of detecting and responding to executive misbehavior. The administration offers information only to a very small and select number of legislators. See Charlie Savage, Takeover: The Return of the Imperial Presidency and the Subversion of American Democracy 242 (2007). Its messengers are professional intelligence and uniformed military officers with whom legislators have already developed trusted relationships that they do not wish to undermine. Briefings are highly classified and often occur after questionable conduct has already begun, so that legislators are put in the difficult position of demanding a halt to existing programs that the administration claims are crucial for national security. See Jack Goldsmith, The Terror Presidency: Law and Judgment Inside the Bush Administration 206 (2007). The administration assures legislators that any legal questions have already been thoroughly vetted by administration lawyers (for example, in the Office of Legal Counsel) without explaining the basis of the legal analysis in detail, offering competing arguments on the other side, or revealing the existence of dissenting views within the Executive branch. In addition, the administration tells legislators that they may not disclose what they learn about these programs to anyone, including their own staffs—much less any outside experts who might actually help them assess the legality and wisdom of the administration’s conduct. That is because any discussions of the legality of administration practices would disclose classified information that might be useful to the enemy or otherwise compromise national security. As a result, legislators generally don’t know what the problems are, and even if they suspect that they exist, there is very little they can do about them. See Marty Lederman, The Government Institution Most in Need of Comprehensive Reform, Balkinization, Dec. 9, 2007 http://balkin.blogspot.com/2007/12/government-institution-most-in-need-of.html.

lance programs that do not begin with identified individuals and focus on matching and discovering patterns based on the analysis of large amounts of data and contact information.81 We need a set of procedures that translate the values of the Fourth Amendment (with its warrant requirement) and the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause82 into a new technological context. Currently, however, we exclude more and more executive action from judicial review on the twin grounds of secrecy and efficiency. The Bush administration’s secret NSA program is one example; the explosion in the use of administrative warrants that require no judicial oversight is another.83 Yet an independent judiciary plays an important role in making sure that zealous officials do not overreach. If the executive seeks greater efficiency, this requires a corresponding duty of greater disclosure before the fact and reporting after the fact to determine whether its surveillance programs are targeting the right people or are being abused. Judges must also counter the executive’s increasing use of secrecy and the state secrets privilege to avoid accountability for its actions. Executive officials have institutional incentives to label their operations as secret and beyond the reach of judicial scrutiny. Unless legislatures

81. See Orin S. Kerr, Updating the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 75 U. CHI. L. REV. 225, 234 (2008) (noting that “today’s surveillance tends to be divorced from the identity and location of the parties to the communication” due to changes in communications technology).

82. U.S. CONST. amend. V.

and courts can devise effective procedures for inspecting and evaluating secret programs, the Presidency will become a law unto itself.

Given the limits of legislative and judicial oversight, oversight within the executive branch will prove especially crucial. Congress can design institutional structures that require the executive to police itself and make regular reports about its conduct. For example, if Congress wants to bolster legal protections against warrantless surveillance, it might create a cadre of informational ombudsmen within the executive branch—with the highest security clearances—whose job is to ensure that the government deploys information collection techniques legally and nonarbitrarily.\textsuperscript{84} Unfortunately, the Bush administration has made extreme claims of inherent presidential power that it says allow it to disregard oversight and reporting mechanisms.\textsuperscript{85} Rejecting those claims about presidential power will be crucial to securing the rule of law in the National Surveillance State.

Finally, technological oversight will probably be an indispensable supplement to legal procedures. The best way to control the watchers is to watch them as well. We should construct surveillance architectures so that government surveillance is regularly recorded and available for audit by ombudsmen and executive branch inspectors.\textsuperscript{86} Records of surveillance can, in


\textsuperscript{86} See, e.g., DEROSA, supra note 65, at 19 (discussing audit technology as a method of protecting privacy and preventing abuse); TECHNOLOGY & PRIVACY ADVISORY COMM., supra note 65, at 50–52 (recommending audit systems
turn, be subjected to data analysis and pattern matching to discover any unusual behavior that suggests abuse of procedures. These technological audits can automate part of the process of oversight; they can assist ombudsmen, executive officials, Congress, and the courts in ensuring that surveillance practices stay within legal bounds. We can prevent some kinds of abuse by technological design; at the very least, technology can force disclosure of information that executive officials would otherwise keep hidden.

The Administrative and Welfare States raised problems not only for the Constitution, but also for the rule of law itself. The same is true for the National Surveillance State. Changing methods of governance demand new strategies to preserve constitutional values and democratic self-government. We mastered at least some of the problems caused by the rise of the Administrative and Welfare States; we must hope that we can do so the same for the National Surveillance State, which is already here.